Summary of the Lanterman-Petris-Short (LPS) Act in San Diego County after July 1, 2014 (W&I 5270 added)
Person, as a result of a mental disorder, appears to be dangerous to self, others, or gravely disabled
Up to 72 hour hold
for evaluation
[W&I §5151 - §5152]

Police, MH Professionals
[W&I §5150]

Court-Ordered Evaluation
(anyone may file petition)
[W&I §5200 - §5213]

Mentally Disordered person, dangerous to self, others, or gravely disabled, is considered to need up to 14 days additional intensive treatment

Probable Cause Hearing w/in 4 days after
certification (right to hearing by writ continues
after probable cause hearing) [W&I §5256]

Probable Cause Not Found,
Patient Released [W&I
§5256.5]

Right to Writ of Habeas Corpus and
hearing [W&I §5275]

OR

Hospitalization for up to 14 days if
Probable Cause Found [W&I §5256.6]

Release
[W&I §5276]

Person, as a result of mental disorder, continues to be:

Danger to Others
[W&I §5300]

Gravely Disabled
[W&I §5350]

Danger to Self
[W&I §5260]

OR
Petition for up to 180 days postcertification [W&I §5300 - §5302]
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Implementation of an
additional 30-day hold [W&I
§5270] (San Diego County)

Petition for conservatorship by
County Counsel or the Public
Conservator [W&I §5352]

Second 14-day certification (if
still suicidal) [W&I §5260]

Probable Cause Hearing w/in 4 days
after certification (new right to writ
hearing after initiation of 30-day hold
[W&I 5275])

Right to Court or Jury Trial for
Release [W&I §5300 - §5303]

Court Investigation [W&I §5352 - §5356]
(additional 3-day grace period) [W&I §5352.3]

Right to Writ for Release
[W&I §5262]

Hospitalization for up to 14 days
[W&I §5264]

Up to 180 days hospitalization
Probable Cause Not Found,
Patient Released [W&I
§5256.5]

Hospitalization for up to
30 days if Probable Cause
Found [W&I §5256.6]

30 day temporary conservatorship
[W&I §5352.1 & §5353]
Must release (unless remaining
voluntarily) [W&I §5264(a)]

Additional 180 days (if still
a danger) [W&I §5304(b)]
30-day hold may
transition to a 180
day hold [W&I
5270.35 (b)(3)]

30-day hold may transition to T-con
by petition for conservatorship
Conservatorship Hearing within 30 days [W&I
§5352.1]; Right to Writ Hearing [W&I §5353]

Right to Court Hearing or Jury by Trial, for discontinuation of Conservatorship [W&I §5350(d)]

Conservatorship for 1 year [W&I §5361] (right to hearing at anytime regarding placement) [W&I §5358.7])

Right to rehearing at any time (and every 6 months thereafter for discontinuation) [W&I §5358.3])
Red:

Danger to Others

Blue:

Gravely Disabled (Conservatorship)

Green: Danger to Self
Orange: Gravely Disabled (5270)
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Reapplication for conservatorship [W&I §5361]

